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Abstract
Assignment of course sections to classrooms is a complex task because there are
numerous constraints io satisfy. For example, professors who are teaching a course will
ofteil specify a preference for a certain time, day, building and/or room. These preferences
are translated into constraints using a constraint language developed for the scheduling
domain. These constraints allow the user to specify specific constraints on a course thus
limiting when and where it can be scheduled.
This thesis looks at some of the successful algorithms which have been applied to the
timetable problem like Monte Carlo, Simulated Annealing, Integer Programming, Heuristic,
Expert Systems and Constraint Directed. The strengths and weaknesses of these algorithms
is discussed.
This thesis' investigates constraint satisfaction, constraint limiting search, constraint
propagation, constraint representation, constraint ordering, constraint relaxation, constraint
directed searching, meta-constraints and dependency directed backtracking. Examples are
given of the uses of these concepts like map coloring, cross-word puzzle creating, furniture
layout design and simple image recognition. It is then shown how these concepts are then
applied to the timetable problem.
1
1 Introduction
Much research on computer algorithms to solve academic scheduling problems
was done in the 60's (see references 4,5,8,18,20,22,24,25,30,31). Not much was
done, otherwise all universities would be creating their schedules with computers
by now. Many universities in this country still create their academic schedules by
hand.
There are a few reasons this is the case. This problem i~i hard to generalize
because scheduling schemes vary greatly from school to school. A university may
have persons who have created the schedule for twenty years. Replacing such
expertise with a computer program is hard to do.
Because of this, a sch"eduling program must learn from the human scheduler.
It must capture human expertise acquired over the years. When the software
produces the schedule, the university shouldn't notice a difference in the schedule.
It should be as if the human scheduler is still doing the job.
This thesis shows that the academic scheduling problem is really a constraint
satisfaction problem. The knowledge of the human schedulers can be represented
as constraints. The fIrst part of this thesis discusses constraint theory and some
applications. The second part discusses how these ideas can be applied to the
academic scheduling problem.
2
2 Constraint Satisfaction
Constraint satisfaction is a broad tenn .standing for many techniques using
constraints. Constraint propagation, constraint relaxation and backtracking fall
under this term. There are no general models for representing constraints. For'each
application, the constraints must be identified and knowledge about them gathered.
There are two classes ,Or constraint satisfaction problems. They are, Boolean
constraint satisfaction and optimization problems.
Boolean constraint satisfaction problem: Suppose a set V of n variables
{VI' v2' ... , vn }, for each variable Vi there is a domain OJ of possible values. A
constraint for a variable would be a sub-set (the size of a sub-set is greater than
zero but less than the number of items in the domain) of that variables domain.
With this definition one can find the entire set of solutions, find a constrained
subset of solutions or just report if a solution exists. If there are no solutions then
the constraint satisfaction problem is unsatisfiable.
A constraint satisfaction problem can have various restrictions of this general
definition. For example the domains may be required to have a finite range of
elements (e.g. all numbers 1 to 9). The domain may also be required to have
discrete values (e.g. all integers 1 to 9). It may also be required that any
constraints on a domain be limited to only one element of the domain (e.g. 4).
Optimization problems: This second class of constraint problems is actually
referred to as numeriCal optimization problems. Numerical optimization problems
are used in maximizing the extent to which solutions satisfy a large number of
3
local constraints. Algorithms are based on generalizations of consistency
".
algorithms fOl: applications primarily in computational vision.
Other examples of the uses of constraint satisfaction problem include the map-
coloring problem, furniture layout design and cross-word and word-search puzzle
making.[211
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2.1 Constraint Satisfaction Examples
2.1.1 Map coloring
Suppose you have a map to color using three colors, red, yellow and blue.
You decide that no two touching regions can have the same color. You have
constrained this map in two ways.
1. limit regions to three colors
2. no two touching regions can have the same color.
The variables, in this constraint satisfaction probl~m, are the regions on the
map. The domains of each variable (region) are the allowed colors.
2.1.2 Furniture layout design
furniture layout design: Each furniture item would be a variable with its
domain being its coordinates representing its location and· rotation within the
room. Note that the domains can be finite or infinite, discrete or continuous
depending on how accurate you want to measure location and rotation. Given this
domain, all solutions can be found or the constraint satisfaction problem can report
if a solution is possible. Constraints on the constraint satisfaction problem could
be., no two pieces of furniture can occupy the same space, the table must be near
the chair, the lamp must be near the table and none of the furniture must block the
door.
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2.1.3 Cross-word puzzles
The last example of consrraint satisfaction is a simple cross-word puzzle (Figure
1). Solve it yourself while thinking about the constraints involved.
To solve a word search puzzle there are a few constraints that must be met.
1. word must fit exactly in the space chosen.
2. words that overlap must have the same letter
where they overlap.
3. letters of a word can only be placed in the
puzzle from left to right, or top to bonom.
4. the word cannot be altered
a. leners rearranged
b. leners added
c. leners removed
d. leners duplicated
I 2. ART
TIE
BE
Figure 1. Cross-word puzzle
ART and TIE are both three letters in length and are constrained to 1 across
and 2 down. The word BE is two letters in length and is consuained to 3 across.
If we place TIE in 1 across we are unable to find a word that will satisfy the
second constraint. Specifically, the 3rd lener in 1 across must match the fIrst lener
in 2 down. If we start by placing ART in 2 down then we have the same problem.
If we start by placing the word BE in 3 across we find that the word TIE is the
6
only word that satisfies the second constrain't and must go in 2 down. The word
ART then fits in 1 across and the puzzle is done.
In a larger puzzle there may be many choices at anyone point. A choice must
be made at random unless there is some intelligent look-ahead to aid in the
decision. To take advantage of constraint propagation add another constraint that
says each word added to the puzzle must cross another word (except the first word
of course).
In this small puzzle the word TIE could be placed in I across, then BE could
be placed in 3 across. At this point, none of the words in the puzzle intersect. It
will not be known that TIE was a bad decision until later. If we use constraints
to guide the placement of words, the constraints can be propagated to cut down
on the number of bad moves.
Besides the use of propagating constraints, backtracking is needed when a
word cannot satisfy the two constraints. Chronological backtracking would undo
all decisions in reverse order starting from the most recent until an unexplored
alternative decision is found, then the puzzle creation continues as normal. This
method is inefficient in that it withdraws decisions that may have nothing to do
with the problem. A more intelligent backtracking scheme is needed.
There are many intelligent backtracking algorithms that have been developed
for word-search puzzles [21] but these will not be discussed here. The general idea
behind intelligent backtracking (referred to as dependency based backtracking) is
to withdraw only those decision that are the cause of the problem thus avoiding
7
unnecessary decision withdrawal.
8
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2.2 Constraint Limiting Search
The search space for a search may be unreasonably large. Constraints are one
way to prune the search tree and avoid exploring bad choices.
The program Heuristic DENDRAL [33) finds a relatively small set of possible
molecular structures of known constituent atoms that could account for the given
spectroscopic analysis of an unknown molecule. It uses constraints to cut down
on the number of possible analysis.
Its predecessor DENDRAL performed an exhaustive search but it was
discovered that a heuristic method could find the same answers for a fraction of
the cost. The following are some of the natural constraints that were used to limit
search:
* Double bonds and triple bonds do not break
* No aromatic bonds break
* Two bonds to the same carbon atom cannot
break together
* No more than three bonds break in anyone
fragmentation
* No more than two complete fragmentations occur
in one process
* At most two rings fragment in a multiple-step process
* At most two hydrogen atoms can migrate after a
fragmentation
* At most one H20 unit is lost after any fragmentation
* At most one CO unit is lost after any fragmentation
CONGEN [34) later improved on Heuristic DENDRAL, both using constraints
to limit the size of the search.
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2.3 Required and Preferred Constraints
It is often useful to mark constraints as either required or preferred. The
required constraint must hold. The system should attempt to satisfy the preferred
constraint, but if this is impossible, no error will occur and that constraint will be
relaxed.1
Consider the music editor in Figure 2. [7] The location of each note is
determined by constraints. Some are required and others are only preferred.
D ~ .... ~
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Figure 2. Example of music editor
In this context, relaxed means 19nore the constraint.
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'Below is a list of the constraints:
Required constraints:
* The vertical position of the note is related
to the note's pitch and the clef of the staff
on which the note appears.
* The vertical position of the note on the staff
determines the note's stem direction.
* The horizontal position of the note relative
to the start of the staff is proportional to
its starting time.
* The starting time of a note is equal to the starting
time of the previous note on the staff plus the
previous note's duration.
*The starting time on the first note on each staff
is zero.
Preferred constraints:
*The horizontal position of the note relative to
the start of the staff is related to the horizontal
position of the mouse.
* The pitch of the note is related to the vertical
position of the mouse.
11
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2.4 Constraint propagation
To discuss the propagation of constraints an example is useful. A good
example of constraint propagation is in the analysis of line drawings. [27]
Suppose that the computer had the image below in memory. The computer
needs to needs to know which lines are concave, which lines are convex and
which lines are the boundary lines.
Figure 3. Simple unlabelled polyhedra
Imagine a simplified world where there exists:
* no shadows
* no cracks
* no horizon
* solid objects (can't see through them)
* plane faced (no spheres are curved surfaces)
* three faced venex (a corner of an object is where
three planes meet. An object shaped like the
pyramids of egypt would be an illegal object)
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Notice that these simplifications are constraints themselves. We are
constraining our world to be of this simple nature. Suppose we h~ve a world of
these simple objects, cenain assumptions can be made. For one thing, there are
oilly four ways to label a line?
A line can be either a boundary line or an interior line. An interior line can
be either concave or convex.3
* boundary line - an arrow is drawn through the
boundary line ( -> ) to show that it is a
boundary line.
* concave interior lines - these lines will be
labelled with a negative sign ( - ) to show
that they fold inward.
* convex interior lines - these lines will be
labelled with a plus sign ( + ) to show
that they fold outward.
Figure 4. Fully labelled polyhedra
A boundary line is fonned when two fInite planes meet along a line and one
plane hides the other. From this perspective, the intersection line is a boundary
line.
Notation is from Patrick Henry Winston's book Artificial
Intelligence
Memorize the labeling of the lines below because this will
be used throughout this constraint propagation discussion.
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Figure 5. Polyhedra showing boundary line
An interior line is one where two planes meet along a line and both planes are
visible.
Figure 6. Polyhedra showing interior line
In labelling the boundary lines a direction for the arrows must be decided
otherwise a boundary line could have two labellings and this would inn-oduce
ambiguities. We will label all boundary lines with arrows pointing in a clock.--wise
direction.
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Figure 7. Polyhedra \Y;th boundary lines labeled
In this simplified world there are only four types on junctions.
Figure 8. four types of junctions in simplified world
With the labelling method there are only eighteen ways to label these four
junctions.
IS
yyyy.y-
"' ...
.'. .
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TT~TT
Figure 9. 18 legal ways to label the junctions
Now we must label the object below. We stan by labeling a junction and
then spreading (propagating) the labeling to an adjacent junction~
Figure 10. Complex unlabelled polyhedra
If>
If we start with an interior junction we immediately introduce ambiguities
because we have many options to choose from. Therefore it is best to start with
a boundary junction because they are always un-ambiguous.
Each time a junction is labelled, it must be adjacent to another junction that
has already been labeled. Since a line can only have one label, the previously
labeled junction will limit the choices of labeling since the two junctions share the
same line. In this way, the constraints are propagated as one labelling has an
effect on the next.
After the first boundary junction is labelled, you may decide to propagate the
labels to the interior junctions. This will introduce more ambiguities because there
will be more than one legal labelling for an interior junction.
This is why the boundary junctions must be labelled fIrst.
Figure 11. Complex polyhedra with
boundary lines labelled
After this is done, the interior junctions can be labelled. There will be no
ambiguities.
17
+Figure 12. Complex polyhedra fully labelled
The basic concept in constraint propagation is that one decision has a
constraining effect on the next decision thus limiting the number of decisions.
Ambiguities are legal in constraint propagation but bach.-rracking is necessary if an
illegal junction is encountered.
IR
2.5 Dependency Directed Backtracking
When .searching for a solution and a dead-end is reached, some type of
Q backtracking is required. Chronological backtracking is the most basic form of
backtracking. When a search reaches a point when it can no longer continue,
withdraw the most recent move and all consequences of that move. Continue this
withdrawal procedure until an unexplored alternative becomes available [281. Once
an unexplored alternative move is found, continue search as normal.
This method \\Iill most likely undo decisions that had nothing to do with the
reason the search couldn't continue.
Non-chronological backtracking which is actually referred to as dependency
directed backtracking can exploit constraints by only withdrawing those decisions
that contribute to the dead-end. When the search reaches a dead-end, trace back
through the dependencies and identify all decisions that contribute to the dead-end.
Continue until an unexplored alternative is discovered among those choices that
contributed to the dead-end. Withdraw one of those choices at random along with
all consequences of that choice and continue search as normal down the
unexplored alternative.
19
3. Examples of using constraints in scheduling
3~1 Job-Shop Scheduling
The job-shop scheduling problem is a good example of where directed
searching is useful. It is a classic example of an NP-hard problem which has a
problem space that grows exponentially. In considering n orders on an m machine
..
process, the number of different sequences is (n!)ID.
The job-shop scheduling problem involves selecting a sequence of operations
whose execution results in the completion of an order and an assignment of start
and end times to each resource used in each operation. Below is a list of some of
the constraints that need to be considered for scheduling an operation:
* due date
* down time
* machine availability
* work in progress
* material requirement
* personal requirement
* cost
* machine preferences
* machine alternatives
* tool requirement
* machine requirement
* productivity goals
The system ISIS [13] is one such system that applies constraint directed
searching to this job-shop scheduling problem. The goal of ISIS is to make
schedules which satisfy as many constraints as possible in near real time. ISIS
uses constraints to bound, guide and analyze the scheduling/search process.
Optimal solutions are generally not obtainable since this job-search environment
must have solutions in real-time and can not afford to wait hours for an answer.
Constraint directed searching for the job-shop scheduling problem is like the
Generate and Test algorithm in that it cuts down on the number of solutions in the
generate phase rather than just generating all solutions.
20
3.2 Navy Flight-Plan Scheduling
The Navy was looking into custom systems that would help schedule flight-
plans. To create a 24 hour flight-plan by hand would often take hours. Problems
would arise when the schedule would need to modified due to dynamically
changing situations for example if an aircraft were destroyed on the flight-deck
immediately before it's flight, another aircraft would have to take it's place if
possible. Reaction to emergency situations needs to be instant and any changes
made to the schedule should be as minimal as possible. There are many
constraints to take into account and forgetting to take into account just one
constraint could end in disaster. A schedule system would have make to changes
to a pre-made schedule with minimal changes to the current schedule.
David Mott and Jon Cunningham researched how the Navy could improve
their scheduling of their sorties. They created an Expert System they call FlyPAST
(Flying Program Assignment Support Tool) which uses constraint-based reasoning
to produce a daily flight-plan. Given the list of sorties that need to be flown, along
with the list of constraints for each sortie, FlyPAST will develop a flight plan
which will satisfy all of the constraints.
21
There are numerous constraints that must be met such as:
.* the number of hours a pilot or aircraft may fly .
* the types of aircraft suitable for each type of sortie
* how many aircraft can take-off and land simultaneously
* how long various flight-crews can maintain various
levels of alert
* an aircraft cannot be in two places at the same time
* there must be sufficient turn-around time for repairs
and refuelling between flights
* different aircraft require different patterns for
take-off and landing
* the flight must have the appropriate crew
* aircraft cannot fly longer than their endurance
permits
* no aircraft cannot take-off or land during certain
times
These are just a few of the constraints in FlyPAST. There are about fifty an
alL Most are mandatory and must be satisfied. A small number are only
preferences and are not satisfied if they conflict with any mandatory constraints.
The user of the system initializes the schedule by deciding the times the
sorties will be flown. FlyPast then allocates the resources for these sorties
according to the constraints.
22
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The output is a time-line schedule as shown below.
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Figure 13. Flight-plan time-line
The horizontal axis represents time, each solid double ended arrow represents
a flight. arrow heads represent take-off and landings. Each flight is identified by
a flight number (like F24) and a flight-duty (such as HDS meaning Helicopter
DeliveI)' Service) along with the type of aircraft flying the sonie. The dotted lines
represent" alens" where aircraft and aircrews are kept in readiness for flight. The
rectangle extending venically dO\\l1ward from the bar at the top is a window. No
flights may take-off or land during this window. At the bottom of the schedule are
the available resources like HMS illustrious and HMS Fearless aircraft.
The algorithm they use allows changes to be made to a schedule ill an
intelligent way without having to re-do the whole schedule. Re-doing the entire
schedule could cause unacceptable changes to occur. The system attempts to
maintain as much as the original schedule as possible and still meet the new
23
needs.
Constraints are defined formally in FlyPAST as logical predicates that must
hold between one or more "unknowns" in the flight-plan. The unknowns are
typically' attributes to objects for example the list of available air-craft for a
specific flight. If the predicate does not hold it is illegal and is referred to as being
"inconsistent."
An example of a constraint-predicate would be the "turn around" constraint
which states for all flights, if there is insufficient time to refuel and refit an
aircraft between them, then the same aircraft cannot be used.
CONSTRAINT-BETWEEN-FLIGHTS aircraft of flight (Fl)
AND aircraft of flight (F2)
WHEN insufficient time for turn-around (Fl,F2)
aircraft of flight(Fl) <> aircraft of flight (F2)
A model is developed which contains the objects in the domain along with
their attributes. Some of the values of attributes are "fixed" in advance by the
user. The values of the remaining attributes are the unknowns and are to be set by
the system according to the constraints.
From the users point of view there are a set of unknowns that need values. A
constraint network is created by the system and the constraints are propagated
from node to node. Each node in the network is an unknown. The arcs connecting
the nodes are representations of n-ary constraints. There may also by unary
constraints on the node. Each node has a set of possible values, initially defined
by those values which are not currently ruled out by the constraints on that node.
Given a constraint P(X,Y) with unknowns UI and U2, let V I be the set of
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possible values for VI. If there are no possible values for V2 for the unknown V2
such that P(X,Y) holds, then VI is not a possible value for VI. VI is crossed-off
from VI's set. This "crossing-off" may lead to more "cross-off's" of other
unknowns. When an unknown has no possible values it is considered a logical
inconsistency.
The system can assign an arbitrary value V for unknown V, in effect crossing-
out all other possible values for U. This reasoning is considered "non-logical"
because it was arbitrary and did not follow logically from the constraints.
"Logical" reasoning is when the crossing-off occurs because of pre-existing
information that has been propagated from other constraints. FlyPAST combines
these two reasoning methods in a way that is similar to the class of "forward
checking" algorithms [27,28].
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The system gives V a value (non-logically) for unknown U from the current
set of possible values. Any constraints on U are applied (logically) crossing off
possible values for other unknowns. This propagation is repeated over and over,
attempting to assign values to all unknowns. If an unknown has all possible values
crossed-off, this would mean that the current flight-plan is illegal. A constraint
predicate has been rendered inconsistent. At this point the system determines
which portion of the illegal plan is still consistent, and begins to propagate values
to that consistent-portion. This behavior is similar to Dependency Directed
Backtracking [231, which has the effect of jumping across from one part of the
search space to another.
This behavior differs from the forward-checking algorithm which would back-
track to the last choice point where an inconsistent plan occurred.
There are two advantages to this algorithm:
1. like forward checking, the choice of value for
an unknown reduces the possible values for other
unknowns, in effect, pruning the search tree.
2. unlike forward checking, the jumping behavior
allows it to avoid parts of the search space that
have no solution.
Any flight plan produced by this algorithm will be correct in that it will satisfy
all of the constraints.
26
4 Academic Scheduling
4.1 Monte Carlo Algorithm
The name Monte Carlo was first applied to a class of mathematical methods
by scientist working onnuclear weapons at Los Alamos. The name is fitting since
it is named after the city Monte Carlo in Monaco which has world famous
gambling casinos. The essence of the methods are games of chance. These "games
of chance" can be used to study some interesting phenomena.
The earliest documented use of some of these methods was in 1777 by Comte
de Buffon, who created some probability equations based on his experiments with
tossing pins. He developed some equations that helped him predict how these pins
would land.
Many others have contributed to the mathematical methods that have been
grouped under heading of "Monte Carlo methods." A Monte Carlo method is one
that is statistical in nature and therefore subject to the laws of chance. Some view
the Monte Carlo methods as weak because they claim that it is only good for
rough estimates of numerical quantities. They look at is as a bag of miscellaneous
devices. Often it comes across that way when applied. During the time since 1777,
the bag of ingenious tricks has been growing and evolving and researchers are still
find new and unusual ways to apply this bag of tricks to new domains.
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Some of the domains that Monte Carlo has been applied to are:
* operations research
* radiation transport .
* economic modelling .
* geological modelling
* semi-conductor simulations
* business data processing
* simulation of liquids and solids
* physics modelling
* chemistry modelling
In 1966, Macon and Walker applied ideas inherent in Monte Carlo to a
scheduling algorithm. The advantage of a Monte Carlo method is that its
computationally effective when compared with deterministic methods for solving
multi-dimensional problems. The Monte Carlo scheduling algorithm uses random
choices in an attempt to reduce the number of students who get closed-out of a
section of a class that they specifically desire. The randomness offers a fair way
to schedule students when compared with "first come, first served."
A class can have one or more sections. A student may desire a specific section
for various reasons like:
* they like the teacher of that section
* they dis-like the teacher of another section.
* they want to be in the same section as their
boy/girl friend
* they want to avoid the same section as their
boy/girl friend
Not all students express a desire to be in a specific section. The problem
arises when students are assigned sequentially as they stand in line. Those who
don't ask for a certain section will be placed in a section with the "most available
seats" left in an attempt to balance out the sections. Those students who do desire
28
a specific section can get closed-out of that section if they are near the end of the
line and one of the last to register. Many of the people who are assigned to the
filled closed-out section may not even care which section they are assigned.
A better method would be to let all of the students register without assigning
them sections. Once everyone has registered, the students who desire specific
sections will be scheduled ahead of those who have no preference. The Monte
Carlo algorithm is as follows: find the total number of requests for each section.
Choose a student at random from those who desire specific sections. Choose a
section at random from the students desired-section list. For that student and that
section we calculate:
number of remaining seats available for that section
d == ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
number of remaining requests on that section
p == minimum ( 1 , d )
r == random number from 0 to 1
If r < p assign the student to the section they desire..
If r >== p test the other sections of that course one
at a time.
If there is a conflict or the p-value is smaller than the p-value of the desired
section, ignore that alternate section and try another section. A conflict occurs
when the alternate section being examined overlaps in time with sections the
student is or desires to be assigned to. If there are no conflicts and the p-value is
greater than the p-value of the desired section, then the section being examined
becomes the "desired section."
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This continues until all sections of that course have been tested. The conflict-
..
free section with the largest p-value is thus assigned. If no conflict-free sections
were found with a larger p-value, then assign the section the student desires.
A section gets closed-out when the "number of remaining seats available" goes
to zero. Once all of the special-case students have been assigned, schedule the
remaining students so as to balance out the schedule. The program can be run
several times until an acceptable schedule is found.
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4.2 Simulated Annealing Algorithm
The algorithm called' simulated annealing [1] is a Monte Carlo algorithm [22]
which can be used to find solutions to optimization problems. Anneal means "to
make less brittle by heating then gradually cooling." Simulated annealing is an
algorithm that simulates the physical properties of something being annealed.
In constructing school timetables simulated annealing schedules an element
into a period. An element is defined as the combination of a set of students, a
teacher, a subject and a room. A period is defined as a day of the week with a
starting and ending time. Numerous elements can be scheduled into a single
period. An element can be scheduled 1 to 5 times per weekly schedule. Those
elements which are scheduled more than once per week must be in different
periods otherwise there would be a clash. A student or teacher can't be expected
to be in two places at the same time. The output from the simulated annealing
algorithm is either a valid schedule with no clashes or one that is close to a valid
schedule with only a few clashes.
Each element is given a cost based on how important that element is.
Knowing the cost of each element, the algorithm can be guided to a solution in
which some clashes are more important than others. The total cost of the system
is the sum of all clashing elements. The goal is to find a low cost system. A valid
schedule is one with a cost of zero.
When the atoms of some system are hot they are free to move around
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randomly. However a~ the systegI cools, the inter-particle bonds force the atoms
together. When the system is cool, no movement is possible and the configuration
. .
of the atoms is frozen. If the system is cooled quickly, the probability of obtaining
a more stable state is lower than if it were cooled slowly. At any given
temperature a new configuration of atoms is accepted if the systems energy is
lowered. However, if the energy is higher, but the probability of increase will be
lower, then the new configuration is accepted. This acceptance criteria is based on
the physical laws of annealing.
In the case of scheduling, each element corresponds to an atom. To initialize
the schedular, the elements are placed randomly in the periods and the cost of the
system is calculated. At each iteration a period (PI) is chosen at random, and an
element from that period is chosen at random. Next another period (P2) is chosen
at random. If moving the element from period PI to P2 reduces the cost of the
system, then that element is moved. If the cost of the system would higher after
the move, but the probability of the cost increasing is lower, then the element is
moved, otherwise it is left alone. Just like in the physical world where slower
annealing achieves a more stable state, slower simulated annealing yields a lower
cost schedule on the average. One possible explanation is that slower cooling is
effectively a greedy algorithm because it only allows decreases in the cost of the
schedule and is thus less-likely to produce radically different solutions each time
it is run.
One of the advantages of simulated annealing over other algorithms which
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seek an optimal solution (like hill· climbing algorithms) is that simulated annealing
is less likely to get caught in a local minima, because the systems cost is allowed
to increase as well as decre~se.
Since simulated annealing relies on a random set of permutations it cannot be
guaranteed that the true minimum cost of the schedule will ever be found, or that
two different simulated annealing runs will yield the same result. Usually, the
annealing schedular will have to be run several times before an acceptable
schedule is found. An acceptable schedule is one that either has a zero cost (no
clashes) or a very low cost (few clashes).
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Some of the weaknesses with this approach are:
* it assumes· that none of the periods over-lap
* it cannot handle classes that have students
in common
* it is not flexible in assigning roomS to
elements
* it does not allow multiple periods
* it does not allow one class to be scheduled
always with another class
It's like many scheduling algorithms that can be found in the research, in that
it deals with a simplified model. When it is actually implemented in the real
world, it falls apart.
The real world is not as neat as a research model. This algorithm was tried in
the real world and problems were found, but further research is continuing to
extend the basic algorithm to handle these problems.
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4.3 Heuristic Algorithm
In 1966 Mary Almond published a paper about a simple heuristic algorithm
for class scheduling at a university [4]. The basic underlying idea was good but her
first attempt only worked for a simple timetable problem. In 1968 D. C. Wood
published a paper applying Almond's algorithms to creating an examination
timetable. Later that year A. P. Yule published a paper, extending Almond's
algorithm to eliminate some of the inherent weaknesses [31 1. Following Yule's
paper Almond immediately published a paper which further extended the her work
and Yule's [5]. This was by far the best algorithm so far.
The underlying representation that Almond used was a three-dimensional
boolean matrix with elements class (c), time (t) and lecturer (1) for each
dimension. Conceptually the array is a cube (below). Each element c x t x I is
initialized to false. When a lecturer I is assigned to class c at time t, that element
is set to true. This matrix is used as a conflict-matrix during scheduling to avoid
scheduling a lecturer to teach two classes at the same time.
Along with this three-dimensional array are three two-dimensional arrays for
each of the three faces
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Face # Elements "Name Type
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Face 1: class x lecturer Class Requirement (integer)
Face 2: lecturer x time Lecturer Availabiliry (boolean)·
Face 3: time x class Timetable (integer) .
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Figure l·t 3-D Conflict-MatrLx with 2-D Faces
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Face 1: The Class Requirement matrix has integer elements for "class x lecturer."
It is initialized to zeros and then filled in with the number of times lecturer I with
meet class c. When a lecturer I gets assigned to a class c, the element c x 1 is
decremented by 1. When the element c x 1 goes to zero, the scheduling for that
lecturer is done. The next non-zero element in the matrix is found and scheduling
on that lecturer begins.
Face 2: The Lecturer Availability matrix has boolean elements for "lecturer x
time. " Each element is initialized to false. The elements where lecturer I is not
available to teach at time t are set to true. During a search for a class, this matrix
is checked to insure that the lecturer is available at that time. When a lecturer is
assigned to a class, this matrix is updated to prevent that lecturer from being
scheduled at two places at once.
Face 3: The Timetable matrix has integer elements for "time x class." It is
initialized to zeros. When a lecturer 1 is assigned to a class at time t, the element
t x c is assigned the lecturer number 1. This is the final output of the scheduler.
It defines which lecturer 1 is teaching class c at time 1.
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Every university will have it's own unique restrictions. The following is a list
of restrictions a university might have:
a. several lecturers teach classes at fixed times
b. all lecturers must have at least one free day
which they choose
c. senior lecturers should not teach before 9:30 a.m.
d. lecturers can request times they are not available
to teach
e. undergrads have no classes on Wednesday mornings
f. no lecturer should teach more than two consecutive
classes
g. certain courses must start 8:30 p.m. or 12:30 p.m.
Restrictions a, b, c, d can be met by setting the appropriate elements in the
Lecture Availability matrix (Face 1) thus preventing lecturer 1 from teaching at
time t. Restrictions e, f, g can be met by tests in the allocation procedure.
Each lecturer must define which courses they are teaching. A course can have
one or more classes. One lecturer can teach "n" classes or many lecturers can
teach "n" classes.
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. Each class must define:
* number of students expected
* number of meetings per week
* duration of each meeting
Each class can define:
* an essential fixed time
* the desired times listed in order from most to
least desired
* the classes for which there should be no time conflict
Algorithm: Initi.ally assign the classes that have fixed times. Next assign each
class a weight based on how restricted it is. The more restricted, the higher the
weight. The weighting function is up to the user but could be based on the number
of students, the number of times the class meets, the duration of each meeting, the
number of desired times, the number of classes for which there should be no-
conflict, etc. Different functions can be tried to generate different weights, yielding
different orderings, producing different timetables.
The allocation procedure makes two passes, the first pass for classes meeting
more than once per week, the second pass for classes meeting once per week.
When searching for a time for a class, the desired times are searched first (if
any). If nothing found, then the allocation procedure attempts to balance the
schedule by searching from unpopular times to the popular times. If nothing
found, then the desired restrictions are relaxed one at a time from least important
to most and the search begins again. If still nothing found, the essential
restrictions are not relaxed, the class is not assigned, a note is made that this class
is omitted, and the scheduling continues with the next class.
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Statistics are kept o~ which classes were omitted and which one had to have
restrictions relaxed. This information is used to give these classes more weight for
the next run, thus scheduling them earlier giving them a better chance to be
scheduled.
After many runs and severalversions of the timetable are created, the statistics
can be checked by the user and then a judgment can be made deciding which
schedule is best.
One thing this algorithm lacks is any kind of backtracking. Once a class is
scheduled it is never un-scheduled. If a class can not be scheduled, it is omitted.
This program was initially tried at three different universities with excellent
results. Because this program allowed the university to customize their weighting
function, each school could choose the equation that worked best for them. After
each run, the classes that had the most trouble are given more weight and
therefore scheduled earlier to avoid problems. It usually takes several runs before
an acceptable is timetable is produced but this trial-and-error process is acceptable.
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4.4 Integer Programming vs Expert Systems
Dhar and Ranganathan convert an expert system called, RACS (Revisable
Academic Course Scheduler) from a symbolic constraint representation to an
integer programming formulation. They then compare the differences in
performance and modifiability.
Integer programming deals with a class of optimization problems in which
some or all of the variables are required to be integers. A linear program is a
mathematical model which is designed to find a set of non-negative numbers or
variables which maximize or minimize a linear equation or objective function
while satisfying a system of linear constraints. Many problems can be modelled
by integer linear programming. Those that problems that have variables that must
be integer values may be good candidates for an integer programming solutions.
The timetable problem is a candidate for an integer programming solution
because you can't have 185.23 students, or 7.89 sections in a course or 1.25
professors lecturing a class. The variables in the timetable problem are of type
integer.
The ES has two components, a problem solver that employs a generate and
test strategy and a TMS [121. The problem solver is essentially a production system
consisting of rules whose patterns which are matched by assertions in a global
database.
The TMS used is a Doyle-Style assumption-based TMS (ATMS) (101 (as
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'-v.
apposed to a justification-based (JTMS) or logic-based TMS). The TMS and the
problem-solver work together in the following manner: Each action of the
problems-solver is passed to the TMS and the TMS runs a constraint-satisfaction
procedure to insure consistency and well-foundedness. If a problems-solver action
leads to a constraint violation the TMS tries to compute a new labelling then
returns control to the problem-solver and the cycle repeats.
The integer programming formulation must assign faculty to courses and
consider a variety of constraints to satisfy just like the expert system.
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Here is an example of a constraint:
"number of teachers assigned to a course in each term should be the lower
and upper bounds on the number of sections of that course."
n
lbjt~L 'X1jt~ubjt
1=1
for 1 :5; j :5; m, and t=1,2
i=1,2, ,n instructors
j=1,2, ,m courses
t=1,2 . terms
ubjt =upper-bound on sections of course j
to be taught during term t
=lower-bound on sections of course j
to be taught during term t
if faculty i is assigned courses j during term
otherwise
Figure 15. Integer Programming representation
of a constraint
This constraint is a classical transportation problem where there is a minimum
and maximum supplies. Unfortunately some constraints make the problem
NP-complete and cause the solution time to vary extremely unpred~.
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The following constraint is causes the solution time to become extremely
unpredictable:
"Each teacher must satisfy some minimal teaching load."
m
L P/Xijt:?;ubj
j=l
for 1 ::; j ::; m, and t=1,2
i=1,2, ,n instructors
j=1,2, ,m courses
t=1,2 terms
ubjt =upper-bound on sections of course j
to be taught during term t
lbjt =lower-bound on sections of course j
to be taught during term t
if faculty i is assigned courses j during term t
ot~rwise
Pj=load factor of course j
Figure 16. Integer Programming representation
of a constraint.
This is a knapsack problems constraint [141. This destroys the integer solution
property. There are other types of constraint which add to the complexity of an
already difficult problem making the problem a bin-packing problem which is NP-
hard [14]. It is not possible to define a special-purpose heuristic to use a particular
strategy for handling a constraint, or to define specific evaluations for a partial
solution. In formulating constraints there is an inevitable loss of information
resulting from the translation. This loss of information contributes to the loss of
control over reasoning in the integer programming model. The IP formulation of
the expert system consists of about 300 constraints, many of which have loss of
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information when transformed into integer formulations.
The integer programming formulation has a single objective function defining
the problems primary goal.
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The following objective function attempts to minimize deviations·· from the ~
teachers desired courSes:
n m 2
Minimize z =L L L cijtXijt
i=l )=1 t=1
for 1 ::; j ::; m, and t=1,2
i=1,2, ,n instructors
j=1,2, ,m courses
t=1,2 terms
ubjt =upper-bound on sections of course j
to be taught during term t
lbjt =lower-bound on sections of course j
to be taught during term t
cijt=cost of assigning teacher i course j during tenn t
if faculty i is assigned courses j during term t
otherwise
Figure 17. Minimizing Objective Function
This means that the good of the many outweigh the good of the few. Like
many IP programs, the solution time was unpredictable and varied from a few
minutes to a few days. Varying the teaching-load constraint by as little as 2%
resulted in orders of magnitude variations in the solution time. The IP model could
run for days on a Sun-3, and not even find an optimal solution. It also lacked any
explanation of "why" an optimal solution could not be found. Rarely does an
optimal solution exist because the constraints imposed by the real world are often
"too tight" and not satisfiable.
The object-function has only one goal, when in reality there are several goals
to need to be satisfied simultaneously.
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In contrast, the expert system has no objective function that guides it towards
an optimal solution. The expert system uses a series of local decisions that guides
it towards an optimal solution. The expert system uses a series of local decisions
that are most preferred at each point of the problems solving process. The expert
system deals with complexity by making assumptions to produce a rough initial
solution and then going back and "making repairs" by relaxing the constraints.
The solution. time in the expert system model was considerably less volatile.
The expert system produced a solution in 1 or 2 hours on a Sun-3. If an optimal
solution could not be found, it would generate a partial solution along with the
history of decisions about construction which can be examined to explain why an
optimal solution was not possible. Defining rules to encode the knowledge about
the types of preferences is easy with the expert system model.
Conclusion: The integer programming model is a cumbersome, unpredictable,
inelegant model for solving the timetable problem mainly due to the problems
inherent in satisfying complex constraints which force the problem to become NP-
hard. The expert system is more forgiving and p&dictable. In this timetable
domain for which an optimal solution rarely exists, the expert system can produce
an adequate timetable in a predictable amount of time. The way the constraints are
represented in an expert system is more intuitive than an integer programming
formulation and there is no loss of information in the translation. Unlike integer
programming, the expert system is capable of a partial solution and can explain
"why" it made the decisions that it did.
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4.5 Genetic Algorithm
Previous algorithms in this thesis for salving the timetable problem have been
the Monte Carla, Simulated Annealing, Integer Programming, Constraint Directed
and a TMS/problems-Solver Expert System. There has been new research into the'
timetable problem, this time using Genetic Algorithms. Genetic algorithms are
new when compared with the other algorithms mentioned.
A Genetic Algorithm is defined as "a highly parallel mathematical algorithm
that transform a set (population) of mathematical objects (typically fixed length
binary character strings), each with an associated fitness value, into a new set
(population) of mathematical objects using operations patterned after naturally
occurring genetic operations and the Darwinian principle of reproduction and
survival of the fittest."
Genetic Algorithms are effective in searching large search spaces. They have
been applied to many kinds of optimization problems, including those problems
which are NP-complete [14].
Alberto Colorni published a paper about the research he has been doing using
Genetic Algorithms to solve the timetable problem which he considers to be a
highly constrained problem.
This research is new (1990) and like Almond's first attempt at a heuristic
algorithm [41, it is not robust in functionality and only works on a simplified
version of a real-world timetable problem. Just as other researchers extended
Almond's basic heuristic algorithm to deal with the real-world timetable problem,
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further research in Colomi's timetable genetic algorithm may someday be robust
enough to actually create a real-world timetable.
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4.6 Summary of Academic Scheduling Algorithms
Algorithms like Monte Carlo and Simulated Annealing construct the
timetables using random number generators. When it is known that it is impossible
to meet all requests, then the random generator is a: fair way to schedule because
it meets most of the requests but a few are randomly denied. A first-come-first-
serve algorithm is unfair to those who come late. The Monte-Carlo algorithm is
like drawing-straws and is seen as being fair method that doesn't discriminate.
The Simulated Annealing algorithm fIrst constructs the timetable randomly
with no respect for any restrIctions or constraints. It then attempts to move classes
around until a satisfactory timetable has been created. It treats the classes in the
timetable as atoms and the timetable as being hot material. The more constraints
are not met, the hotter the material. It attempts to cool the material by satisfying
the constraints by moving the atoms around. It stops when the material reaches a
predefined temperature.
The timetable problem appeared to be a good candidate for an Integer
Programming solution because its variables are of type integer but in reality it was
a poor method because an optimal solution rarely exists. Integer programming can
have unpredictable run-times for a few minutes to a few days and not find any
solution. It is also unable to trace its decisions as to "why" it made the decisions
it did. Information was loss when transforming a constraint into an integer
formulation which contributes to a loss of reasoning. The object function only has
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one goal, to maximize or minimize something when there are several goals that
should be worked on simultaneously.
The timetable problem is more suitable to a heuristic solution. Since an
optimal solution rarely exists, partial solutions are useful. The algorithm should
be able to explain "why" it made the decisions it did. The expert system example
in this thesis that used a problems-solver with a TMS used a generate-and-test
algorithm that suffered from extensive chronological backtracking. A least-
commitment algorithm which attempts to avoid backtracking would have been
better. A non-chronological backtracking algorithm is also more efficient because
it does much less work that the chronological backtracking algorithm.
The assumption based TMS worked well in satisfying the constraints by
maintaining consistency and well-foundedness.
A constraint directed search is similar to the heuristic algorithm and the expert
system. It attempts a least-commitment search by assigning the more constrained
classes fIrst. Non-chronological backtracking is used to avoid un-assigning classes
that are not involved in the conflict.
Genetic Algorithms are being applied to the timetable problem but more
research needs to be done before it is known if they can be practically used. Like
the first heuristic timetable algorithms, they are working on solving a simplified
timetable problem. Even though it looks promising, like integer programming did,
they may find that Genetic Algorithms are not an appropriate algorithm for the
timetable problem.
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5 A Constraint Directed Academic Scheduler
5.1 Constraint Directed Algorithm
The goal of this algorithm is to take a list of classes and create a schedule.
What makes this problem so difficult is that there are numerous constraints to
satisfy for each class. The constraints can be general or specific, preferred or
absolute.
* General vs Specific - A general constraint is one
that constrains a group of items while a specific
constraint is one that constrains a single item.
* Absolute vs Preferred - An absolute constraint must
be satisfied while a preferred constraint need only
be satisfied if its convenient. Note that impossible
scheduling situations can occur when two classes have
an absolute constraint conflict. In this case, the
system would ask the user what to do. If a preferred
constraint cannot be satisfied then it is ignored.
This is referred to as "relaxing the constraint."
Below shows an example all four combinations.
* classes of type X should be in room Y
* classes of type X must be in room Y
* class X should be in room Y
* class X must be in room Y
GENERAL PREFERRED
GENERAL ABSOLUTE
SPECIFIC PREFERRED
SPECIFIC ABSOLUTE
Constraints can specify a location or time, they can identify conflicts that
should be avoided, or they can specify a needed resource. In this schedular, the
word location stands for a building and a room, and time stands for a, combination
of days and starting times.
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Examples of conflicts that should be avoided are:
* a professor cannot be in two places at one time,
therefore all classes that professor X is teaching
cannot overlap in time. Note that a professor may not
be known for a class when the schedule is created.
The professor is named TBA. The TBA professors are
allowed to be in two places at the same time.
Unfortunately, when the professor is finally decided,
there may be a time conflict been this is un-
avoidable. Of course the system could attempt to
schedule all TBA profs so there is no overlap but if
the number is great, this may be an unreasonable
request leading to numerous impossible scheduling
situations.
* a student cannot be in two places at one time,
therefore all classes that student X takes cannot
overlap in time. Note that the students names are not
actually used. All that is needed is a list of courses
that a student will take for each semester for each
department.
The schedule can be conceptualized as a four dimensional matrix with axis
building, room, days and time. Each building/room/day/time will be referred to as
a grid in the matrix. Below is a section of the schedule (Matrix) which has many
courses already scheduled in it. An example of a grid in the matrix is the grid that
class 123 was scheduled which is building 457, room 222, days MWF, time 8:00.
BUILDING 457 CLASSROOM 222
8:00 9:00 10:00 11:00 12:00
MON 1***123*** I 1***101*** 1 ****545****
TUE \ I ****232**** 1***411***1
WED 1***123***1************202**************1
THU 1 I ****232**** 1***411***\
FRI \ ***123*** 1 1***101 *** I ****545****
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Below is a visual representation of a possible matrix.
It says that on days combinations MWF classes must start at 8:00, 9:00, 10:00 or
11:00. Building 555 has rooms 1,2,3 and 4. An example of a grid in this matrix
would be BLDG 232, ROOM 7, DAYS MON/FRI, TIME 11 :30.
TIME
PER
DAY
COMBO
ROOMS
PER
BUILDING
MON WED FRI 1-8:00--9:00--10:00--11:00----
TUE THU 1-7:30---8:45--10:30--12:45---
MON FRI 1-9:30--10:30---11:30---12:30-
MON 1-8:00-----10:00------12:00---
WED 1-8:00----------------12:00---
THU 1----------10:00------12:00---
552/
232/ \1
100/ \1 \2
672/ \1 \2 \3
555/ \1 \2 \3 \4
432/ \1 \2 \3 \4
\2 \3 \5
\3 \4 \6
\4 \7
BUILDINGS
DAY
COMBOS
The scheduling algorithm needs to know the
following things:
* a list of all buildings
* a list of classes in each of the buildings
* a list of day combinations (e.g. MWF, TR)
* a list of starting times for each day combination
For each class the following is needed:
* specific constraints
* professor(s) (TBA is used when the professor
is not known)
* expected enrollment
* length in minutes
For each room the following is needed:
* capacity (number of chairs)
* equipment (maps, projectors, computers, etc.)
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* restri~tions of any kind (type of class allowed,
like Art)
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Now that the specific constraints are defined for each
class, the general constraints need to be defined:
* list of buildings a type of class ,such as Chemistry,
should be scheduled in, ordered from most to least
preferred.
* list of rooms a type of class should be scheduled in,
order from most to least preferred
* list of day combinations this type of class should
be scheduled, ordered from most to least preferred.
* list of starting times this type of class should be
scheduled, ordered from most to least preferred
* list order constraints should be relaxed for each
class type
Note that every general constraint need not be defined for every type of class.
If a type of class did not have a general constraint defined, then the system would
fall back on a default list. The purpose of the general constraints is for a
department to over-ride the default order list of so desired. In the case of the room
list, the systems default would order the room search from best-fit to worst-fit
taking into account the expected enrollment and the capacity of the room.
The "more constrained" classes should be scheduled first. Each class should
be rated on it's constraint-level (high or low). An equation could be used that
would calculate a numerical value based on how constrained that class is. This
equation would be created by the scheduling expert to reflect their human
judgement. The constraint level of a class can be fixed by the user to over-ride the
equation. This is useful if the user wants the class to be schedule sooner or later
than it would otherwise. Once all classes are given a constraint-rating they are to
be sorted from most-constrained to least.
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Now that everything is set up, the system is ready to begin scheduling. The
system starts with the most-constrained class and works its way to the least-
constrained. Given a class to schedule, the system sets up the list of all constraints
I that can be relaxed in the order defined by that type of class. Then set up the list
of buildings, rooms, days and times that this class can be schedul~d according to
the current constraints (specific or general) creating a sub-matrix of the whole
matrix to search in. Note that a list might only contain one item if that class had
a specific constraint for a certain building, room, day and/or time. Next, the
system would examine each grid in the 4-D sub-matrix until a bldg/room/day/time
is found that satisfies all constraints. Fill in the grid with that class. Note that this
"first find" search is reasonable because the system is searching from most-
preferred grid to the least. The first grid that satisfies all constraints is the most-
preferred-available grid.
The search logic through the 4-0 sub-matrix is a simple quadruple nested loop
with buildings as the outer-loop, rooms as the next inner loop, days as the next
loop and finally starting time as the inner loop. If all times have been searched,
search next day combination. If all day combinations have been searched, try next
room. If all rooms have been searched, try next building. If all buildings have
been searched, relax one of the constraints on the constraint-relaxation list and
start again. If all relaxable-constraints have been relaxed and the class still cannot
be scheduled, then try dependency directed backtracking [231.
The generic algorithm for dependency directed backtracking is, \Vhenever a
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dead-end is reached, trace back through the dependencies, identifying those
choices that contributed to the dead-end. When a choice-point with unexplored
alternatives is found, select one at random. Undo all consequences of the
withdrawn choice. Move forward again making choices.
Applying dependency directed backtracking to the timetable problem we get
the following algorithm. If a class cannot be scheduled, search one more time
looking for a class or classes that can be un-scheduled to make room for the
current class. If found, unschedule those classes then schedule the current class.
Put the unscheduled class or classes at the beginning of the list of classes to
schedule and continue scheduling classes.
. Before unscheduling any classes, the system would check to make sure that
none of those classes are absolutely constrained to that grid. If any of them are,
check next grid. If all grids searched and no classes can be unscheduled, then
report the failure and prompt the user for what action to take.
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In the example below class 777 is unable to find a grid to be scheduled. This
class is two hours long. It is now making a second sweep, this time looking for
classes that can be unscheduled so that it can be scheduled. It is currently
examining Building 457, Room 222, Days MON and FRI, start time 8:30. The
ending time would be 10:30. The system identifies classes 123 and 101 as the
offending obstructions. The system asks "Can these classes both be unscheduled?"
BUILDING 457 CLASSROOM 222
8:00 9:00 10:00 11:00 12:00
MON I***12 3*** 1 1***1 01*** I ****545 ****
TUE I I ****232**** 1***411***1
WED 1***123***1************202**************1
THU 1 1 ****232**** 1***411***1
FRI 1***123*** I 1***101*** 1 ****545****
Class 10 I is constrained to that building and room but has no constraints on
days or time. It can be moved. Class 123 has absolute constraints specifying that
building, room, days and time. It cannot be moved therefore nothing can be
unscheduled at this grid point. Try next time which is 9:00. The class ending time
is now 11:00 and class 101 is the only thing in the way. Since it can be
unscheduled, it is and class 777 is successfully scheduled.
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The schedule now looks like the following:
BUILDING 457 CLASSROOM 222
8:00 9:00 10:00 11:00 12:00
MON 1***123***1********777********1 ****545****
TUE 1 1 ****232**** 1***411***1
WED 1***123***1************202**************1
THU I 1 ****232**** 1***411***1
FRI 1***123***1********777********1 ****545****
Class 101 is placed at the top of the list and is the
next to be scheduled.
Before a class can be scheduled, the following questions
must be asked:
* Will a professor or student be expected to be in two
places at the same time? .
* Is this room constrained to classes of a certain type
and if so am I the right type?
* Does the room have enough seats for the expected
enrollment?
* Does the room have the special equipment needed for
this class?
These constraints are not the relaxable-type and must be
satisfied if defined for a class.
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5.2 Constraint satisfaction in academic scheduling
Some of the problems in 'academic scheduling are:
* scheduling the course sections into classrooms
* scheduling students into course sections
* scheduling finals
These problems are similar in that they all have needs that must be met.
For one thing, a course needs enough seats for the expected enrollment. Also
the course to be scheduled may be a chemistry course that requires a chemistry
lab. The course may need other special equipment like an over-head projector. The
professor teaching the course may need a building with an elevator or a classroom
on the ground floor. The department may require their courses be scheduled in a
certain building.
The student may require Fridays off, classes before noon, a building with an
elevator, a classroom on the fust floor, etc.
In scheduling finals, no student should be expected to take more than one
finals simultaneously. Avoid scheduling finals back to back for a student and no
more than one final a day for a student.
It is impossible to satisfy everyone because their demands can sometimes
cause an unsolvable conflict. Maximizing the number of satisfied needs is the best
that can be done.
The system described here is for scheduling courses into classrooms and only
concerns the needs of the professors.
One reason this problem is so difficult is because the needs placed on a course
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by a professor, the department and even the registrar, are often hard to satisfy.
These needs are referred to as constraints because they constrain a course in a
certain manner. A course can have many sections and each section is scheduled
individually. Each section within a course can have different constraints placed on
it. There are implicit constraints that must be met such as, all English courses
must meet in building A, and explicit constraints like Section 15 of English 12
must meet in Building Broom 307 before 2 p.m. The implicit constraints are
referred to as meta-constraints because they are always in effect. The explicit
constraints are defined for each course and are just referred to as constraints.
These are the two levels in this constraint hierarchy.
As defined earlier, a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) is characterized as
follows: Given a set V of n variables {VI' v2, ... ,vn } for each variable Vi there is
a domain Dj of possible values. A constraint for a variable would be a non-empty
subset of that variables domain.
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In this academic scheduling problem the variables are {TIME, DAYS,
ROOM}4. The domain of TIME is a set of legal starting/ending times for courses.
The domain of DAYS are the allowed combinations of days for which courses can
be scheduled on (e.g. MWF, TR, MF, MTW etci, All combinations of days need
not be allowed. The domain of ROOM is the set of all rooms (e.g. Williams 250,
Packard 400). Note that the domains are made up of a finite set of discrete values.
This is not a restriction of a constraint satisfaction problem but one that is inherent
in the academic scheduling problem. In the general constraint satisfaction problem
model, the domains of the variables can have finite or infinite ranges and have
continuous or discrete items in the sets.
A constraint for the variable DAYS would be a non-empty subset of its
domain. DOMAIN (days) = {MWF, TR, MF, M, T, W, R, F}. CONSTRAINT
(days) = {MF, T, F}. A section with this constraint placed on it, could only be
scheduled on Monday/Friday (MF), Tuesday (T) or Friday (F). Note that the
constraints are not limited to only one element of the domain (e.g. MF} but can
have I or n-l elements of its domain. If a constraint set were to have all elements
of the domain, then it would not function as a constraint since all values would
be legal.
There are more variables (e.g. LENGTH, TYPE, ENROLLMENT)
but to keep the example simple, only TIME, DAYS and ROOM will be
used.
S M = Monday T = Tuesday W = Wednesday R = Thursday F =
Friday.
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5.3 Constraint Representation
A constraint language is needed so that the schedulers can represent the needs
of a course with constraints. A language was developed based on compiler
language theory so it could be accurately parsed and checked for user input syntax
or semantic errors. The language is LL(1). (2)
For example, the registrar may need to assign a section to a particular room.
It is not necessary for the scheduling program to know why the sections needs that
room. It only needs to that it does. Here is an example constraint of a command:
ROOM PA 416
where PAis the abbreviation for the building Packard Lab. The number 416 is the
room name in Packard Lab. Below is an example of a time constraint:
TIME 1400
where 1400 stands for 2:00 P.M. in military time. A day constraint would be:
DAYS MF
where MF stands for Monday and Friday. These examples are simple cases. If a
course had DAYS MF as a constraint, then all sections of that course must be
scheduled to meet on Monday and Friday.
The constraint language can be as specific as to specify that a specific section
of a course cannot meet before I :00 P.M. and must be in Packard Lab and be
scheduled on Wednesday in a room with a projector. These constraints can be
specified by:
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TIME AFTER 1300 SECTION 15
BLDG PA SECTION 15
DAYS W SECTION 15
EQUIP PROJ SECTION 15
The order does not matter. These would all be defined for section 15 of a
particular course.
A constraint command can be created for any type of constraint. (See the
appendix B for a complete explanation constraint commands developed for Lehigh
University). For example if you wanted two sections of a course to be scheduled
back-to-back but didn't care what time of day they were scheduled then a
constraint command BACK-TO-BACK could be created. An example of such a
constraint command might be:
BACK-TO-BACK SECTION 10 AND SECTION 11
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5.4 Constraint Ordering
An algorithm for creating word search puzzles would fIrst sort the words by
size from largest to smallest. The words are then positioned in the puzzle in this
order. The chances of finding a valid location for each word are much greater if
the larger words are positioned in the puzzle first. It is harder for a nine letter
word to find a valid location in the word-search puzzle than a three letter word.
Size can be thought of as a constraint rating. The longer the word, the higher the
constraint rating.
The same situation can be applied to scheduling course sections. The sections
that are more heavily constrained should be scheduled first. Some weighing
scheme has to be devised to give the section a numerical measurement based on
how heavily it is constrained. This numerical measurement will be referred to as
its constraint rating. The sections should then be sorted from most constrained to
least constrained and then scheduled in that order6•
See appendix C for notes on how Lehigh University has set
up their constraint rating.
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5.5 Constraint Snap-shot
The scheduling experts at the registrar have observed that the schedule stays
the same year to year with minor changes. This consistency was desired. To
initialize the constraint database, the scheduling program gives the user the option
to create the constraint database from the previous semester.7 If the scheduling
•
program were run on this initial database, it would produce the exact schedule as
the year before. The following line:
ACCT 051-10 55 TR 9:20-10:35 AM PA 416
would be translated into the constrain commands:
ENROLLMENT 55 SECTION 10
DAYS TR SECTION 10
TIME 920 SECTION 10
ROOM PA 416 SECTION 10
and these would be applied toward the course ACCT-51.
What you have is a constraint snap-shot. This could be deleted, modified or
left alone. Each year a new snap-shot could be created or the old constraint-
database could be edited and used.
7 Previous semester may mean previous like semester. The
Fall, spring and summer semesters may have different courses
offered requiring a different constraint data-base for each
semester. When creating the Fall 91 constraint data-base, the
previous like semester may be the Fall 90 semester. The Fall 90
constraint data-base can be used to create the Fall 91 constraint
database with minor changes.
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5.6 Meta constraints
Even if a course has no constraints applied to it, it is still constrained in many
ways. For each department (e.g. Computer Science, Economics, Biology) there is
a list of buildings that those departments prefer. The buildings are listed from
most preferred to least preferred. The courses are constrained to searching for an
available classroom within this list.
A course is constrained to being scheduled to certain times of the day. A
course would not usually be scheduled to begin at 10:32 a.m. for example. These
"standard" times can vary based on the day of the week (see appendix 0 for
Lehigh University's standard times).
If constraints need to be relaxed they are relaxed one at a time. The order in
which these constraints are relaxed is defined and does not have to be specified
for each course.
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5.7 Constraint Relaxation
If a section is so constrained that the scheduler program cannot find an
available room, the constraints can be relaxed. The order in which to relax the
constraints can be explicitly specifIed or the scheduler can determine the order of
relaxation itself based on which constraints are the most constraining (see
appendix E for Lehigh Universities technique on relaxation). Below is an example
of how the user might explicitly specify the constraint relaxation order.
RELAX DAY TIME BLDG ROOM
A section with this order defined would fIrst relax all constraints on days. If
the scheduling program cannot find a room, then all time constraints would be
relaxed. Building and then room constraints would follow in this relaxation
process.
Constraints can be marked as either required or preferred. Preferred can be
relaxed but required cannot. If a section needs to relax a required constraint, then
this is an unsolvable conflict. A report is made to the user informing them that
this section could not be scheduled. The user will have can decide to either relax
constraints and re-run the scheduler program or schedule the section manually.
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5.8 Constraint Guided Search
The following is a list of meta-constraints to guide the search8.
* buildings - each department has a set of preferred
buildings for their courses.
These buildings are listed from most preferred to
least preferred.
* times - for each day of the week there are standard
times that classes meet. Courses are constrained to
start and end at these times.
* days - a list of legal day combinations is given
limiting the combination. For example MWF, TR, and
MF may be legal day combinations but MTWRF and RF may
be illegal.
These meta-constraints guide the search by constraining the search space by
defining the legal buildings, times and days a course can be scheduled.
8 In the academic scheduling domain, meta-constraints are
constraints that are in effect all of the time while a standard-
constraint is only effect for the section for which it is defined.
An example of a meta-constraint in academic scheduling would be All
Biology courses will be in building x, Y or Z. A standard-
constraint would be Biology 101 will be in building Y. Standard-
constraints are used to over-ride or further constrain a meta-
constraint.
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5.9 Dependency Directed Backtracking
Suppose a section was constrained to a specific room at a specific time.
Suppose that room was occupied by other sections that didn't have to be there.
Those blocking sections must be removed so that the section constrained to that
room and time can be scheduled there. A removal algorithm must be used.
With chronological backtracking, sections are removed in the reverse order
they were scheduled until the blocking sections have been un-scheduled. This
method unfortunately removes sections that are not blocking the section, thus
doing unnecessary work. This could make the program intolerably slow. If the
scheduler program is fast, many schedules can be produced in one day for
comparison.
Non-chronological backtracking, or dependency directed backtracking, is a
more intelligent way to remove the sections that are blocking. The algorithm starts
with identifying those sections that are causing the block and removing them from
the schedule, then scheduling the section that was blocked. The sections the were
un-scheduled are placed on the scheduling-queue and the scheduling process
continues.
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5.10 Summary of Constraint Directed Scheduler
The academic scheduling problem is a constraint satisfaction problem.
Whether it be scheduling courses into classrooms, students into classes or
scheduling finals, there are needs (constraints) that must be met (satisfied).
One advantage of having a program to create the schedule is that the schedule
can be created in much less time. Even if the hours in preparing the constraint
database were the same as needed to do the schedule by hand, the program could
be run many times with minor changes to the constraint-database producing many
versions of the schedule. Statistics can accompany each schedule to give it a
measure of goodness to compare against the other schedules. The best schedule
can then be chosen.
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APPENDIX
Appendix A
Definitions
Course - MATH 022 is a course. It can have one or more sections. MATH 022-
10 is section 10 of MATH 022. One or more professors can teach a section.
Chronological backtracking - when a dead-end is reached in a search, undo the
decisions in the reverse order they were searched. When an unexplored possibility
is found, search it.
Meta-constraints - a constraint that is implied to be globally in effect at all times.
Non-chronological backtracking - when a dead-end is reached in a search, trace
back through the dependencies identifying all those that contributed to the dead-
end. When a choice point is found that (1) contributed to the dead-end and (2) has
unexplored alternatives, withdraw a choice point at random and continue search.
Section - A course can have one or more sections, each meeting at a different
time and/or place.
Standard-constraint - a constraint that is in effect temporarily and locally. The
standard-constraints may be used to over-ride or further constrain a me
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Ap'pendix B
Constraint commands:
This discusses the main constraint commands developed for the Lehigh University
scheduling system.
Key:
[] Square-brackets means whatever is inside is
optional.
Example: BWG [not]
evaluates to: "BLDG" or "BLDG NOT"
< > Angled-brackets means whatever is inside is required
and the value must be defined. Examples of things
in brackets are <bldg>, <room>, <time> and <days>.
Example: BWG <bldg>
can evaluate to: "BLDG PA"
Note: A word not surrounded by < > is to be taken
literally as that word as seen by "<bldg>".
/ Slash is used as an or to separate options.
Example: PROF LEC/REC/LAB
evaluates to: "PROF LEe", "PROF REC" or
"PROF LAB"
* Asterix is used to show one or more of
whatever it follows.
Example: DAYS <days>
can evaluates to: DAYS MWF
DAYS MWF TR
DAYS MWF TR MF
DAYS MWF TR MF W
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Explanation of .constraint language:
Note: To the simplify the syntax:
[[section]] is a short notation for:
[LEC/REC/LAB/<sec>*/<sec> <TO/AND> <sec>]
[[section]] can stand for any of the following for example.
LEC
10
10 11 14
REC
and 12
LAB
10 to 12
«course» means «course> <num> [<sec>]>
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TIME TBA
time defined· as "tba" (to be announced)
TIME [not] <time>* [[section]]
Specifies when to or when not to schedule a course.
<time> is the time of day in military time.
[[section]] specifies a section.
EXAMPLES DESCRIPTION
TIME 1400 2 pm
TIME 1300 1500 I pm or 3 pm
TIME NOT 1230 not 12:30 pm
TIME 900 LEC 9:00 am lecture
TIME 1610 SECTION 10 4:10 pm for section 10
TIME 1450 SECTION 10 to 14 2:50 pm for
sections 10 to 14
TIME 800 SECTION 10 II 14 8:00 am for
sections 10, 11 and 14
TIME [not] RANGE <time> TO <time> [[section]]
Specifies range of when to, or when not to schedule to a course.
<time> is the time of day.
[[section]] specifies a section.
EXAMPLES DESCRIPTION
TIME RANGE 900 TO 1400
TIME NOT RANGE 900 TO 1400
TIME RANGE 900 TO 1400 LEC
TIME RANGE 900 TO 1400 SECTION 10
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9-2pm
not 9-2pm
9-2pm lecs
9-2pm sect. 10
TIME [not] [before/after] <time> [[section]]
Specifies before or after a certain time.
<time> is the time of day. .
[[section]] specifies a section.
EXAMPLES
~
DESCRIPTION
for labs
TIME NOT AFTER 1400 SECTION 10 TO 12 not after 2pm
sections 10-12
before 2pm
after 2pm
not before 2pm
before 2pm for
TIME BEFORE 1400 LAB
,
TIME BEFORE 1400
TIME AFTER 1400
TIME NOT BEFORE 1400
TIME BEFORE 1400 SECTION 10
section 10
before 2pm
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DAYS TBA
The days to meet are' defined as "tba".
DAYS [not] <day>* [[section]]
This definition defines which days the course meets.
<day> stands for a day or days of the week.
[[section]] specifies a section.
EXAMPLE
DAYS MWF
DAYS NOT MWF
DAYS M W F
DAYS NOT W SECTION 10
DAYS NOT FLAB
BLDG TBA
The bldg is defined as "tba"
DESCRIPTION
not MWF
M or W or F
not W section 10
not F for lab
BLDG [not] <bldg>* [[section]]
This specifies which building(s) a course is scheduled.
<b1dg>* specifies one or more buildings.
[[section]] specifies a section.
EXAMPLES DESCRIPTION
BLDG PA REC
BLDG NOT PA LAB
BLDG PA bldg PA
BLDG NOT PA not bldg PA
BLDG PA MG XS bldg PA MG or XS
BLDG PA SECTION 10 bldg PA section 10
BLDG PA SECTION 10 TO 12 bldg PA
section 10 to 12
BLDG PA SECTION 10 AND 12 bldg PA
section 10 and 12
BLDG PA SECTION 10 12 14 bldg PA
sections 10, 12 and 14
bldg PA for recitation
not bldg PA
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ROOMTBA
Room defined as "tba".
ROOM [not] «,bldg> <room»* [[section]]
This specifies which room(s) a course is to be scheduled.
<bldg> specifies a building.
<room> specifies a room within that building.
[[section]] specifies a section.
EXAMPLES DESCRIPTION
ROOM PA 400
ROOM PA 400 XS 200
ROOM NOT PA 400
ROOM PA 400 LAB
ROOM NOT PA 400 LAB
bldg PA 400
bldg PA 400
or XS 200
not bldg PA 400
bldg PA 400 for labs
not bldg PA 400
for labs
ROOM PA 400 SECTION 10 bldg PA 400
for section 10
ROOM NOT PA 400 SECTION 10 TO 12 not bldg PA 400 for
sections 10 to 12
EQUIP [not] <equip>* [[section]]
The specifies what equipment a room must have.
<equip> specifies equipment.
[[section]] specifies a section.
EXAMPLES DESCRIPTION
room with projector for labs
room without project
room with projector
room with projector and
handi-cap accommodations EQUIP NOT PRO]
room without projector
EQUIP PRO] LAB
EQUIP NOT PRO] LAB
for labs
EQUIP PRO] SECTION 10 TO 14 room with projector
for sections 10-14
EQUIP PRO]
EQUIP PRO] HANDI
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PROF «prof>/staff>* [[section]]
This defines which professor(s) teaches which section.
Staff can be used to define professor when it is not known.
[[section]] specifies a section.
EXAMPLES DESCRIPTION
PROF SMITH prof Smith teaching
all sections
PROF STAFF teaching
all sections
PROF SMITH LAB prof Smith
teaching labs
PROF SMITH JONES prof Smith and Jones
are teaching the course
PROF STAFF SECTION 10 TO 14 staff teaching
sections 10 to 14
LENGTH [not] <Iength>* [[section]]
This defines the length of time that a course meets.
<length> specifies length in minutes.
[[section]] specifies a section.
EXAMPLES DESCRIPTION
LENGTH 150 LAB
LENGTH 50
LENGTH 50 75
LENGTH NOT 50
LENGTH 75 SECTION 10
length 50 minutes
length 50 or
75 minutes
length not 50 minutes
length 75 minutes
for section 10
LENGTH NOT 75 SECTION 10 TO 12 length not 75 minutes
sections 10-12
length 150 minutes
for labs
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MEETS [not] <meets>* [[section]
This defines how many times per week the course meets.
<meets> specifies number of meets per week.
[[section]] specifies a section.
EXAMPLES DESCRIPTION
MEETS 2 course meets twice
per week
MEETS~ course meets once or
twice per week
MEETS NOT 3 course does not meet
three times per week
MEETS 3 SECTION 10 section 10 meets three
times per week
MEETS 2 LAB meets twice per week
MEETS NOT 1 SECTION 10 12 14 sections 10, 12 and 14
do not meet once
ENROLLMENT <enrollment> [[section]]
This defines the expected enrollment.
<enrollment> specifies the expected enrollment.
[[section]] specifies a section.
EXAMPLES DESCRIPTION
ENROLLMENT 10 expected enrollment is 10
ENROLLMENT 10 SECTION 10 expected enrollment is 10
for section 10
ENROLLMENT 10 LAB expected enrollment is 10
for lab
SAME [not] < [time] [days] [bldg] [room] > <course> <num> <sectio'n>
This defines courses that are desired to be either at the same time, days, bldg
and/or room as another course section.
Note that conflicts in time can be avoided by specifying liS AME NOT TIME ... ".
EXAMPLES DESCRIPTION
SAME TIME CSC 400 10 same time as CSC 400-10
SAME NOT TIME CSC 400 10 non same time as
CSC 400-10
SAME TIME DAY ROOM CSC 400 10 same day and room as
CSC 400-10
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SAME NOT TIME BLDG esc 400 10 not same time and
building as esc 400-10
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RELAX < [time] [days] [bldg] [room] >
This defines the order in which constraints should be relaxed. Note that the order
is already defined for each department but this can over-ride that default setting
if necessary.
EXAMPLES DESCRIPTION
RELAX TIME DAY BLDG ROOM relax time, day, bldg
and room in order
RELAX DAYTIME ROOM relax day, time and room
in that order
RELAX BLDG DAY relax bldg day in
that order
RELAX don't relax anything
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same
enroll
cross
relax
time
days
bldg
room
prof
equip
KEY TERMS in constraint language:
types of delinitions and constraints:
constrain time course can meet in some way
constrain which days course can meet
constrain which bldgs course can meet in
constrain which room course can meet in
define which teacher teach which sections
constrain the search to rooms with
certain equipment
length define the length of a certain section sections
meets ' define number of meets per week for a section
or sections
predict the enrollment
define which course it is cross-listed with
define the order in which constraints can
be relaxed
define what courses must be same day, time,
bldg, room
constants within syntax
tba
range
to
and
before
after
staff
to be announced
specify a time range (from: to:)
separator for "<time> to <time>" or
"<sec> to <sec>"
separator for "<sec> and <sec>"
define a course to be before a certain time
define a course to be after a certain time
professor not specified
variables within syntax
[not] negate a statement (optional)
<time> replace with a time of day (9: 1Gam)
<days> replace with a day combination (MWF)
<bldg> replace with a building name (Packard)
<room> replace with a room name (416)
<equip> replace with an equipment name
<prof> replace with the professors name (Smith)
<course> replace with a course code name (ECG)
<num> replace with the course number (101)
<sec> replace with a course section number
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Appendix C
Lehigh Universities constraint rating.
As of the writing of this thesis, the exact method of rating the constraints on a
course has not yet been decided. Below is defined a possible rating system. The
more constraints a course has, the more constrained it is. Also, some constraints
are more constraining the others so each constraint should carry a constraint
weight. The method that I propose to rate a courses constraint is add up the
constraint weights and multiply by the number of constraints.
constraint weight
TIME 10
DAYS 8
BLDG 9
ROOM 15
EQUIP 7
PROF 1
LENGTH 3
MEETS 3
ENROLLMENT 5
SAME 20
RELAX 2
Suppose the course esc 400 had ROOM, ENROLLMENT, EQUIP and RELAX
defined. Its constraint rating would be
(15 + 5 + 7 + 2) * 4 = 116.
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Appendix D
Standard Times
Courses are constrained to meeting at certain times on certain days. Their
length of time is also defined (constrained) to certain lengths. Below is Lehigh
Universities defined times. Specialized times can be defined as needed.
MWF 50 minutes TR 50 minutes
8:10 - 9:00 8:00 - 9:10
9:10 - 10:00 9:20 - 10:10
10: 10 - 11 :00 10:45 - 11 :35
11: 10 - 12:00 12:10 - 1:00
12:10 - 1:00 1:10 - 2:00
1:10 - 2:00 2:10 - 3:00
2:10 - 3:00 3:10 - 4:00
3:10 - 4:00
MWF 75 minutes TR 75 minutes
8:10 - 9:25 7:55 - 9:10
9:45 - 11:00 9:20 - 10:35
11 :45 - 1:00 10:45 - 12:00
1:10 - 2:25 1:10 - 2:25
2:35 - 3:50 2:35 - 3:50
MWF 2 hours TR 2 hours
8:10 - 10:00 8:45 - 10:35
9:10 - 11:00 8:10 - 10:00
10:10 - 12:00 1: 10 - 3:00
1: 10 - 3:00 2:10 - 4:00
2:10 - 4:00
MWF 3 hours TR 3 hours
8: 10 - 11:00 7:45 - 10:35
9:10 - 12:00 9:20 - 12:00
1: 10 - 4:00 1: 10 - 4:00
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Appendix E
Some order must be defined as to how the constraints can be relaxed. There are
two types of constraints. Required and preferred. A constraint labelled as required
cannot be relaxed. A constraint labelled preferred will be relaxed only if it cannot
be satisfied.
The four constraints that can be relaxed are DAY, TIME, BLDG and ROOM.
Lehigh University Registrar has decided to define a different order for the three
different types of course sections, LABS, LECS and RECS (Labs, lectures and
recitations respectively).
LABS: DAY TIME ROOM BLDG*
LECS: TIME ROOM DAY* BLDG*
RECS:ROOM BLDG TIME DAY
The asterix next to the constraint means that it is a required constraint and
cannot be relaxed. All course sections follow these rules except for the following
RECS in the following courses.
BIOL CE CHE CHM CSC ECE ENGR
GEOL IE MAT ME MECH MSE PHY
Their relax order is defined as TIME ROOM BLDG DAY
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Appendix F
Schedule algorithm:
The schedule is produced in three steps.
1. All constraints are defined for each course
2. Courses are sorted according to constraint rating.
3. Produce schedule
brief algorithm:
Start from first course on sorted list (highest priority course) and schedule one at
a time until all courses have been scheduled.
Complete algorithm:
1. The scheduler program reads in a course from the
sorted course-list.
2. It creates a section-list for every section of that
course.
3. It schedules each section of that course one at
a time.
4. It sets up the constraints for that section.
5. The program knows the home-base building for every
department so it makes a building-list and puts the
home-base building on first. Based on the home-base
building it knows what other buildings it is allowed
to search and puts those on the list from most-
preferred. If there is a
building constraint defined on this section, then
that building-list is built from that constraint
instead.
6. The program examines the first building on the list
and creates a list of class-rooms to search trimming
off the rooms that are unacceptable (see Appendix H
for description of an acceptable room).
7. If the list is trimmed so that it is empty
(none of the classrooms or acceptable) then the
program will have to try another building.
8. Once an acceptable room-list has been established, it
picks the best choice and then sets up for the next
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preferred to least
section to schedule.
9. If the buildings on the building-list have been
searched and it still can't find an acceptable
room, then the constraints will have to be relaxed
one at a time (see Appendix G for relaxing order).
and the search for a room must start allover from
the first .building.
10. If it still can't schedule the course section after
relaxing all of the constraints and after looking
through all of the buildings then the course section
is not scheduled. This course will have to be
scheduled by hand or the scheduler program will have
to run again with modifications made to the
.constraints. A record of all un-scheduled sections
will be kept so that when the scheduler ends, the
user will know which courses could not be scheduled.
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A~pendix G
Constraint Ordering: .
(see Appendix C for constraint rating scheme)
Lehigh University has decided to schedule the courses from most constrained to
least constrained with the following twist. They want certain departments to be
schedule first. The courses within these departments are sorted from most
constrained to least constrained. The departments not included on this "schedule
first" list are just all sorted as one.
Example:
Assume all courses for Biology, Physics and Chemistry are to be scheduled fIrst
in that order. All courses within Biology are sorted by constraint rating from
highest to lowest. The same is done for Physics and Chemistry. The remainmg
departments are all sorted as one big list and all this is combined into one large
list of courses to be sorted with Biology, Physics and Chemistry at the top and all
other courses following.
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. Appendix H
Acceptable Fit
Lehigh University has decided that the scheduling program should use the
knowlegge of expected emolIment to find a proper sized classroom. Proper is
defined as enough seats but no too many. The registrar decided that the expected
emollment should be 80% to 100% of the classroom capacity. The classroom
.would be unacceptable if the expected emollment exceeded the number of seats
or the room was too large for the expected emollment.
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Appendix I
Acceptable Room
A room must pass several tests before it is deemed "acceptable." These are the
tests that it must pass:
a. is the capacity of the room an accepted fit for
the expected enrollment?
b. does the room have the adequate equipment needed
like movable chairs or handicap accommodations?
c. is the room of the proper type (seminar,
~ classroom, etc.)?
d. is there a time slots available?
e. is there a free time slot the professor is
also free?
f. is this course on the course-conflict list?
If so, is there a free time slot that does not
conflict with any of the times of the courses on
the list? )
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Appendix J
Course Definition
The way a course;. defined is as follows:
Definition Example:
<CODE> <NAME>
<sections defined>
[constraints]
ACCT 51 Intro to Fin Acct
040 750 20
DAYS MWF SECTION 10
<CODE> CSC 11 AF 12 JOUR 123 MUS 48
<NAME> Gemology Algebra Intro to Physics
Section defined is 9 numbers:
[1,2,3] Number of sections for Lec, Rec and Lab
[4,5,6] Length of section in minutes (five minute intervals)
[7,8,9] Number of meets per week
[constraints] constraints
Examples:
ASTR 2 Stellar Astronomy
20 500 30
PROF MCCLUSKY
DAYS MWF
TIME 800
ECE 126 Physical Electronics
20 50 0 3 0
PROG HATALIS SECTION 10
PROF NORIAN SECTION 11
SAME TIME SECTION 10 AND 11
TIME NOT RANGE 1200 TO 1300
ENGLISH 2 Composition & Literature
0440 750 20
PROF BEIDLER
PROF BASS
PROF EASLEY
PROF HARLSON
PROF HUNT
PROF BRODER
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DAYS MF 10 12 14 16 18 20 2224 26 28 30 32 34 36 3840 42 44
DAYS TR 11 13 15 17 19 21 -23 2527 29 31 33 35 37 39 41 43
BLDG MA
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Appendix K
Algorithms
HOW SCHEDULAR WORKS:
[1] Set up list of classes to order.
[2] Order classes from most constrained to least.
[3] Set class pointer to start of class list.
[4] Get next class.
If all classes tried, then stop.
[5] Get all information on class.
* expected size
* name of professor
* length in minutes
[6] Set up list of relaxable constraints for class.
Order is defined for each department.
Absolute constraints cannot be relaxed and therefore
do not go on the list. Only preferred constraints
defined for this class need to go on the list.
[7] Set relax pointer to start of constraint relax list.
[8] Set up list of buildings.
* If not constrained then use default list for each department
* If constrained then base list on building constraints
[9] Set building pointer to start of building list.
[10] Get next building.
If all buildings tried then relax next constraint on
constraint relaxation list and goto [8] (set up bldg list).
If all constraints on constraint relaxation list have
been relaxed goto [22] (set up location list) .
...
[II] Set up list of rooms within building.
* If class is not constrained to a room or rooms
then list will contain all rooms in building that:
* are a proper fit for the expected emalIment if defined
* have proper equipment if defined
* If class is constrained to a room or rooms, then the
list of rooms will only contain those rooms defined by
the constraints regardless of whether theynave proper
fit or proper equipment.
Sort room list from best-fit to worst-fit.
[12] Set room pointer to start of room list.
[13] Get next room.
If all rooms tried then goto [10] (next building).
[14] Set up list of day combinations
* If not constrained then use default list
t't * If constrained then base list on day constraints
[15] Set day combination pointer to start of day combination list.
[16] Get next day combination.
If all day combinations tried then goto [13] (next room).
[17] Set up list of starting times based on day combination
and length of class.
* if starting time is not constrained to a certain time or
times then the list will be the default list for that
day combination.
* if starting time is constrained to a certain time or
times then the list will be defined the constraints.
Sort starting time list from most desired to least desired.
[I g] Set starting time pointer to start of starting time list.
[19] Get next starting time.
If all starting times tried then goto [16] (next day combo).
[20] If location is free then goto [28].
* professor doesn't have to be in more than one place
at a time
* no blocking classes already schedul~.d
* does not conflict in time with another class that a student
is likely to take in the same semester
* conflict with own lab. lec or rec
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[21] If location is not free then goto [19] (next starting time).
Dependency directed backtracking:
[22] Reset list of relaxable constraints for class.
At this point all relaxable constraints will have been
relaxed and will need to be reset so as to constrain
the search once again.
[23] Set relax pointer to start of constraint relax list.
[24] Set up list of all locations that:
*professor doesn't have to be in more than one place
at a time
* does not conflict in time with another class that a student
is likely to take in the same semester
* conflict with own lab, lee or rec
Search space is also limited by any constraints in effect.
[25] Set location pointer to the fIrst location on location list.
[26] Get next location.
If all locations tried then report failure to schedule.
Goto [4].
[27] Set up list of all classes that are blocking current location.
All locations will have one or more blocking classes.
If this wasn't true, the location would be free and this
class would have been scheduled there in the earlier search.
[28] If all classes on blocking class list cannot be moved
to a different location then goto [26] (next location).
[29] If all classes on blocking class list can be moved to
a different location then remove them all from their
locations and add them to the top of the class list to
be rescheduled next.
[30] Schedule current class at location. goto [4] (next class).
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Below is the simple algorithm which will later be expanded to include more details on certain steps. It helps to
see the algorithm simplified because it is easier to comprehend. The procedures ISearchForFreeLocation" and
"SetUpLegalLocationList" are shown on the next page.
procedure ScheduleClasses
SetUpClassList
for class := 1 to classes do
SetUpClassInfo {enrollment, prof, length }
SetUpConstraintRelaxOrder
repeat
SearchForFreeLocati0 n
if free location found then
schedule class
else
'relax a constraint
until (free location found) or (no constraints to be relaxed)
if no free location found then
SetUpLegalLocationList
location = I
while (location <= locations) and (no free location found) do---
SetUpListOfBlockingClassesAtLocation
if AIlBlockingClassesCanBeMoved then
UnScheduleBlockingClasses
ScheduleClass
AddUnscheduledBlockingClassesToTopOfClassList
location := location + 1
if class not scheduled then
ReportFailure
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These procedures are used in the algorithm on the previous page.
procedure SearchForFreeLocation
SetUpBuildingList
SetUpDayComboList
locations := 0
building := 1
while (not found) and (building <= buildings) do
room := 1
while (not found) and (room <= rooms) {rooms of current building}
day-combo := 1
while (not found) and (day-combo <= day-combos) do
time := 1
while (not found) and (time <= times) {time based on days/length }
if (prof free overlapping on these days / time) and
(no blocking classes) and
(no conflict-classes overlapping with this day / time)
(no overlap on these days / time with own lec/rec/l ab)
then
locations :=locations + I .....
location := building / room / days / time
location found := true
end if
time := time + I
end while
day-combo := day-combo + I
end while
room := room + I
end while
building := building +
end while
procedure SetUpLegalLocationList
SetUpBuildingList
SetUpDayComboList
locations := 0
fo~ building = I to buildings-on-list
SetUpRoomList
for room = I to rooms-on-list
for days = 1 to days-an-list
SetUpS tartingTimeList
for time = I to time-on-list
if (all blocking classes at location can be moved) and
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(prof free overlapping on these days / time) and
(no ·co.nflict-classes overlapping with this day / time)·
(no overlap on these days / time with own lec/rec/lab)
then .
locations := locations + 1
location := building / room / days / time
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Terminology:
* location - when ever this term is used, it stands for
a building, room, combination of days, starting time fI1'
and length of period.
* free location - a location that:
- has no blocking classes
- does not conflict with other classes the professor teaches
- does not conflict with other the classes on the no-conflict list
* legal location - a location that:
- all blocking classes can be removed
- does not conflict with other classes the professor teaches
- does not conflict with other the classes on the no-conflict list
* course - a course may contain one or more classes.
Economics 100 is a course that may have 50 classes.
Economics 100-1, 100-2, ... , 100-50.
* constraint - a definition that limits the location a class
can be scheduled.
* relaxation of a constraint - to relax a constraint means that
the constraint definition is ignored.
* absolute and preferred constraints - absolute constraints
cannot be relaxed while preferred can.
* day combination - any combination of days of the week in order
of Monday to Friday. i.e. MWF, TR, MF, MTWRF, M, RF, etc.
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When a class cannot· find a free location it must search fora legal location. A legal location is different from a
free location in that it allows blocking classes but they must all be able to be removed (rescheduled at some other
location). When ever you undo what you have already done, this is called backtracking.
The algorithm could un-schedule classes at random until a free location was found. The algorithm could begin
to undo the schedule in the order it was created until a free location is found. This is called chronological
backtracking. The algorithm could just search for a legal location, un-schedule the blocking classes and schedule the
current class. This is non-chronological backtracking and the one that is used because it is the most intelligent. The
fIrst two are blind-backtracking algorithms with nothing guiding their backtracking.
CHRONOLOGICAL BACKTRACKING:
procedure Schedule (class)
local variables:
bldg, room, day-combo, time, length, prof
begin
if all classes scheduled then
halt
set up list of buildings
for bldg = I to bldgs
set up list of rooms within current building
for room = I to rooms
set up list of day-combos
for day-combo = I to day-combos
set up list of times according to day-combo and length of class
for time = I to times
if location free then
schedule class at free location
schedule (class + 1)
unschedule class at location and make it free again
end procedure
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STANDARD SEARCH WITH CONSTRAINT RELAXATION
FOLLOWED BY NON·CHRONOLOGICALBACKTRACKING WITH CONSTRAINT RELAXATION
legal location - a location that:
1. all blocking classes can be unscheduled
2. prof of class is not teaching on an overlapping location
3. location is not overlapping location of class on no-conflict list
free location - a location that:
1. there are no blocking classes
2. prof of class is not teaching on an overlapping location
3. location is not overlapping location of class on no-conflict list
procedure Schedule (class on top of class stack)
local variables:
bldg, room, day-combo, time, length, prof
begin
class scheduled = false
set up list of constraints to relax in desired order
search complete = false
repeat
set up list of bldgs
bldg = 1
while (bldg <= bldgs) and (class not scheduled) do
setup list of rooms within current bldg
room = 1
while (room <= rooms) and (class not scheduled) do
set up list of day-combos
day-combo = 1
while (day-combo <= day-combos) and (class not scheduled) do
set up list of times according to day-combo and length of class
time = 1
while (time <= times) and (class not scheduled) do
if location free then
schedule class at location
class scheduled = true
end if
time = time + I
end while time
day-combo = day-combo + 1
end while day-combo
room = room + 1
end while room
bldg = bldg + 1
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end while bldg
if (not scheduled) and (more constraints to be relaxed) then
relax next constraint
else
search complete = true
until search complete
if class not scheduled then
reset up list of constraints to relax
repeat
reset legal location list to empty
set up list of buildings
for bldg = I to bldgs
set up list of rooms within current building
for room = 1 to rooms
set up list of day-combos
for day-combo = 1 to day-combos
set up list of times according to day-combo and length of class
for time = 1 to times
if location legal then
add location to legal location list
end for time
end for day-combo
end for room
end for bldg
if (more constraints to be relaxed) and (legal location not found) then
relax next constraint
until (all constraints relaxed) or (legal locations found)
if legal locations found then
choose most desired location from list
unschedule blocking classes at location
schedule current class
pop current class from class stack
add unscheduled classes back to top of class list to be rescheduled
else
report failure to schedule class
pop current class from class stack
end if
else
pop current class from class stack
end if
end procedure
mam program
repeat
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schedule" (next c~ass on top of class stack)
until all classes scheduled
end main
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NON-CHRONOLOGICAL BACKTRACKING (Dependency directed backtracking):
General algorithm:
1 Whenever a dead end is reached:
1.1 Trace back through dependencies, identifying all those
choices that contribute to the dead end.
1.2 Until encountering a choice point with an unexplored
alternative, among those that contribute to the dead
end, withdraw a choice selected at random.
1.3 Undo all consequences of withdrawn choices.
1.4 Move forward again, making choices.
NON-CHRONOLOGICAL BACKTRACKING (Dependency directed backtracking):
Scheduling Algorithm:
Whenever a class cannot be scheduled because of blocking classes:
1.1 Set up search space based on the implicit or explicit constraints.
Search through search space of locations and create a list
of all locations that satisfy the following:
a. all blocking classes at location can be unscheduled.
b. location does not overlap a location of a class or classes
that a professor or professors of this class are teaching.
c. location does not overlap location of classes that are on
this class's ?fa-overlap list.
1.2 If list is empty and there are constraints to relax then
relax a constraint and goto step 1.1.
1.3 If list is empty and all constraints have been relaxed then
report failure to schedule. pop class from classes-to-be-scheduled
stack. Goto step 1.9.
1.4 Sort list of locations by number of blocking classes per location
from least to most.
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1.~ Select a location at random among the locations which have the
least and equal number of blocking classes.
1.6 Unschedule blocking classes at this location.
1.7 Schedule current class at this location.
Pop class from classes-to-be-scheduled stack.
1.8 Add unscheduled classes to the top of the classes-to-be-scheduled
stack.
1.9 Continue scheduling as normal. Schedule class at top of
classes-to-be-scheduled stack.
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